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Reviewer #1: General comments: 
The objective of this study was to assess the feasibility of a muscular adaption 
in explaining the so-called repeated bout effect associated with the 
performance of eccentric contractions. Specifically, the authors hypothesized 
that a muscular adaptation (e.g., addition of sarcomeres in series, changes in 
tendon compliance) might occur which would prevent muscle fascicles from 
being stretched onto the descending limb of their length:tension relationship 
during the repeated bout. The authors' methodological approach to this 
problem was novel and appropriate for the research question they wished to 
answer. It also appears that the methodology was properly executed and I 
have no major qualms with the interpretation of the study's findings. 
 
The major shortcoming of this study is that minimal injury was induced 
during the initial bout. The percent strength reduction after the bout of 
backward walking was only 13%. This is much lower than that typically 
observed for the elbow flexors and knee extensors after a bout of injurious 
exercise (i.e., 27-40%) (Skeletal Muscle Damage and Repair, P.M. Tiidus [Ed.], 
2008); these are muscle groups commonly used to study the repeated bout 
effect. Furthermore, in the present study, strength was fully recovered by 2 
days post-injury. That casts doubt as to whether the authors were even 
studying the effects of injury. Could the transient strength reduction be a long-
lasting fatigue (Fitts, RH. Physiol Rev 74:49-94, 1994)? It is important for the 
authors to point this shortcoming out to the reader. The authors' observations 
might have been different if they had induced a more severe injury. 
 
We agree with the reviewer that we did not induce a large amount of damage 
according to the torque decrement measured 2-hr post-exercise. However, the focus 
of our eccentric exercise task was to induce damage that was akin to how athletes 
and the general population might experience damage under normal athletic 
conditions, rather than attempting to cause excessive muscle damage. We have now 
made it clear to the reader that this was the focus of our exercise protocol and 
explained why our torque decrement is not as high as some previous reports (line 
297-299, 470-480). Furthermore, in spite of this, we also observed that delayed-
onset muscle soreness was present 48-hr post-exercise (i.e. MG - 3.6/10, Walking - 
4.7/10) at comparable levels to other backward walking protocols (3.5/9 - Hoang et 
al., 2007, MSSE; 5/10 - Racinais et al., 2008, EJAP). While the functional link between 
delayed-onset muscle soreness and exercise-induced muscle damage is still to be 
determined, its presence is a classic indicator that muscle damage was induced by 
the exercise task. 
 
We understand the reviewer’s concern that fatigue may have caused the drop in 
torque 2-hr post-exercise. However, based upon previous walking research, we are 
confident that this torque decrement was caused by the presence of muscle damage. 
Whitehead and colleagues (2001, J Phys) compared a backward, downhill walking 
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group with a group of subjects that performed a fatigue-only task of 40-min of 
forward, uphill walking carrying a weight of 5-10kg. At 2-hr following the uphill 
fatiguing exercise, electrically-evoked maximum torque had recovered to baseline 
levels, while for the backward, downhill group, torque was significantly reduced by 
30%. We have referenced this in the methods (line 174-175) to justify the two hour 
rest between the exercise and the length-tension measurements. As backward 
downhill walking requires less energy expenditure than forward uphill walking, and 
as our protocol was shorter in duration and did not involve carrying additional 
weight, it is highly unlikely fatigue would be contributing to the torque decrement 
observed 2-hr post-exercise in the present study. We have made mention of this in 
the Discussion section (line 460-466). 
 
The authors did not do a good job of providing a discussion of alternative 
mechanistic explanations for the repeated bout effect they observed. They 
only mentioned the possibility of extracellular matrix adaptations. A neural 
adaptation is a likely alternative explanation. Also, since much of the strength 
loss associated with eccentric contractions is attributed to a failure in the 
excitation-contraction coupling process, there could be an adaptation in that 
process as well. 
 
We agree with the reviewer that both of these alternative explanations could in 
principle contribute to the repeated bout effect in the present study. We have now 
provided a brief discussion of these theories in the Discussion (line 588-604). 
 
Reviewer #2: The article titled "Protection from muscle damage in the 
absence of changes in muscle mechanical behavior" depicts a well-designed 
and potentially very interesting study. All the measurements were performed 
very carefully, in line with the previous work of the team. I have only one main 
rebuttal comment described below. 
 
The lack of changes in maximal torque 2d after exercise is problematic. The 
presence of damage is attested only with DOMS, indicating the occurrence of 
very slight damage. In addition, the statistical analysis, conducted on only 10 
subjects, is not robust to detect the lack of changes (type 2 error). Both 
considerations indicate that the conclusion could be different with more 
subjects and a more intense exercise that induce a decrease in muscle force. 
Therefore, unfortunately, I think that the conclusions can only be applied to 
slight muscle damage, limiting the relevance the present study. 
 
We agree with reviewer 2 that the extent of muscle damage induced by our exercise 
task was relatively minor in comparison to some other studies. Many previous 
studies have manipulated the task to ensure excessive muscle damage is produced. 
For example, subjects were required to carry additional weight or instructed to walk 
with an unnatural gait that focuses on lengthening the muscles further. However, 
the focus of our study was to induce muscle damage in a way that is more closely 
related to how athletes and the general population would normally experience 
muscle damage so that we can gauge what factors might lead to a protective effect 
preventing future delayed onset of muscle soreness. As such, our torque decrements 
are less than that reported in some other papers, however they are still significant 
and functionally relevant. We have adjusted the manuscript to indicate the focus of 
our exercise task (line 297-299) and also explain why the torque decrement values 
are smaller than those published elsewhere (line 470-480). 
 
As the reviewer indicates, we have demonstrated that the backward downhill 
walking task produced both a small drop in muscle torque output as well as a 
considerable increase in muscle soreness 48-hr post-exercise. Both of these effects 
were diminished following the repeated bout. The small drop in force, with 
seemingly large increases in pain, may suggest that the factors that cause pain due 
to lengthening contractions are not tightly linked to damage of the contractile 
tissues. This is supported by literature showing little correlation between these 
factors, which is discussed on lines 481-482.  
 
While we agree that the force drop is modest, there is certainly a large ‘protective’ 
effect that prevents further soreness after the repeated bout. We have shown for the 
first time that the muscle fascicles experience the same mechanical conditions 
(fascicle strain, forces) in the repeated exercise bout, in conjunction with a large 
reduction in delayed onset muscle soreness. Furthermore, these same mechanical 
conditions in the repeated bout were observed with a diminished force decrement 2 
hours after exercise compared to the initial bout, such that the force drop is no 
longer significantly different from the pre-exercise values. While we concede that 
the results may have been different with more intense exercise, we believe that the 
fact that we showed a significant reduction in pain with very little change in the 
mechanics of the system is a novel finding in itself.  This has led us to believe that 
some of the pain may be related to damage to non-contractile tissue, like the 
extracellular matrix.  
 
While it is possible that the experiments were underpowered to detect very small 
reductions in force, or fascicle lengths after the repeated bout, it is likely that any 
changes must be small and do not contribute greatly to the repeated bout effect. We 
acknowledge that our sample is relatively small, and that given the small effects on 
force output post-exercise, it is possible that small changes in fascicle length that 
influence force drop might not have been detected. However, a large effect would be 
required if reductions in damage were due to immediate remodeling of muscle 
contractile tissue to prevent excessive stretch in repeated bouts. While we concede 
that small changes in the operating strains, due to either changes in fascicle 
dynamics in the movement or shifts in the optimal length, may be present and 
undetectable, our findings suggest that these are not sufficient to protect the muscle 
from future strain. We have now made this clear in the manuscript in the discussion.     
 
In response to the comments, we have altered our discussion of the results including 






1. The introduction is slightly too long and could be more focused. 
We have slightly shortened the Introduction to an appropriate length by removing 
sentences within paragraphs 2 and 3 on page 5. 
 
2. L 72-74. I am not convinced that the exercise used in the present study 
induced "a drop in force-producing capacity..., which cannot be attributed to 
fatigue" (see also comment # 4). Therefore, the results of the present study 
may not be in line with this definition of muscle damage. 
 
We have now referenced an article (Whitehead et al., 2001, J Phys, line 174-175, 
461-468) that showed that following 40-min of forward, uphill walking carrying a 5-
10 kg weight (fatigue-task), maximum force was recovered to pre-exercise levels by 
2-hr post-exercise. In the same study, a second experimental group that walked 
backward, downhill elicited a force decrement of 30% at 2-hr post-exercise. As 
backward, downhill walking requires less energy expenditure, and that our task was 
shorter in duration and did not involve additional weight to be carried, we are 
confident that the torque decrement 2-hr post-exercise can be attributed to muscle 
damage processes. Furthermore, our protocol induced a substantial amount of 
delayed-onset muscle soreness, providing a classic indication that the task was 
appropriate to induce muscle damage. 
 
L 76-78. Results of the present study demonstrate that, during the eccentric 
protocol used, the fascicles operate on the ascending part of the force length. 
It should be discussed in relation with the slight damage process and the lack 
of change in maximal torque. 
 
We have now indicated throughout the Discussion that the muscle damage we 
induced was qualitatively modest (line 443, 453, 577-578) with respect to previous 
studies and we have explained why that was the case (line 470-480). 
 
3. L 130. I fully agree that the method used in the present study is much better 
than simple torque-angle curves. However, it could be interesting to add 
torque-angle curves in the present study to demonstrate whether the 
improved analysis on the fascicle length - torque actually add a new 
information. 
 
Analysis of torque-angle data revealed no shifts in the torque-angle curve at any 
time before or after both bouts of exercise. However, as one of our previous studies 
has already established that torque-angle curves provide a less accurate 
measurement of the length-tension relationship (Hoffman et al., 2012, JAP), and that 
the comparison of muscle models was not the focus of our study, we felt it was 
better for clarity to not include an additional results figure and provide discussion 
regarding these results. 
 
4. L 187 and L 467. How to be sure that fatigue was fully recovered? Since 
there was no change in MVC 2d after exercise, I suspect that the decrease in 
torque 2h after can be mainly due to fatigue. The reference cited to justify the 
absence of fatigue (38) is not appropriate because the protocol and the muscle 
studied were different. 
 
On consideration of this suggestion, we have now changed the reference to a study 
that is more closely related to our experiment (see comment 2 above). This study 
showed that even after a fatigue-only walking protocol, maximum torque was fully 
recovered by 2-hr post-exercise. As such, the absence of a torque decrement 2-d 
post-exercise is more likely to do with the level of damage induced, rather than the 
torque decrement at 2-hr post-exercise being attributed to fatigue. We have now 
discussed why our torque decrement was not as large as some previous studies 
(line 470-480). 
 
5. Method. Please indicate how ultrasound, kinematics and ergometer data 
were synchronized. 
 
A continuous 5-volt signal was sent from the ultrasound transducer to the analogue-
to-digital board whenever fascicle images were being recorded. This allowed 
kinematic and dynamometer data to be synchronized with ultrasound images. This 
is now described in Methods (line 200-202). 
 
6. L232. It is correct to assume that active torque was produced by only one 
muscle (i.e. GM muscle). However the passive torque was produced by all the 
plantar flexors. How was it taken into account? I suspect that there might be 
an error in the link between active and passive muscle force. 
 
During the experiments, the tibial nerve is stimulated, which activates all muscles in 
the triceps surae, not just the medial gastrocnemius. Therefore both the active and 
passive torques are generated by all plantar flexors innervated by the tibial nerve. 
We have previously addressed the relationship between the medial gastrocnemius 
fascicle length changes and those of the soleus, which are highly linked due to the 
common attachment to the Achilles tendon (see Discussion in Hoffman et al., 2012, 
JAP). We showed from an example subject that both medial gastrocnemius and 
soleus muscle fascicles shorten to a similar extent during an electrically-evoked 
isometric contraction. Furthermore, we also compared two hypothetical conditions 
for constructing length-tension curves - one where medial gastrocnemius provided 
100% of the passive torque and another where the soleus accounted for the entire 
passive torque. We found similarities between muscles in the magnitude of the 
passive torque at the longest muscle length (i.e. highest passive torque) and both 
muscles demonstrated a similarly large reduction in passive torque during a 
contraction. As such, we believe the passive force producing properties of the 
muscles within the triceps surae are likely to be similar. 
 
7. L 303. What "large fascicle strains" are? Since fascicle operated on the 
ascending part of the force-length relationship, I suspect that fascicle strain 
was not large enough to induce damage and a decrease in maximal torque 2d 
after exercise. 
 
We have reworded this sentence to remove mentioning that “large” fascicle strains 
were induced by the exercise protocol. We have now indicated that the exercise task 
was sufficient to cause active lengthening of the medial gastrocnemius fascicles and 
induce significant pain 2-d post-exercise (line 301-302). 
 
8. L346. R² values should be provided in the results to evaluate the goodness 
of the fits. 
 
The correlation coefficient across all subjects and conditions was 0.94 ± 0.06 
indicating a high goodness of fit for the fascicle length-torque curves. This is now 
reported in Results (line 379-381).  
 
9. L402. I fully agree that the extrapolation outside the range of fascicle length 
is problematic. This part could be included in the method, and this should be 
discussed. 
 
The description of the additional length-torque analysis without using the fitted 
curve has now been moved to the Methods (line 270-278). 
 
10. L511. Considering this sentence, the present study was not really required. 
 
While one main focus of the present study was to investigate length-tension 
relationships and their association with the repeated bout effect, our study also 
provided additional and important insights that go beyond examining shifts in the 
length-tension relationship. One of the most important aspects of the present study 
was to investigate the working fascicle length range as well as the fascicle strain 
amplitude in repeated bouts of eccentric exercise in humans and provides insights 
into fascicle mechanics between bouts. Furthermore, while a shift in the angle-
torque curve may not accurately represent the underlying protective mechanism, it 
has long been regarded as a key indicator of muscle damage. As such, we think it is 
highly relevant to investigate this measurement with our improved technique of 
constructing length-torque curves. 
 
11. L530. More than "a stiffer SEE", I would say a shorter tendon, less able to 
absorb a part of the lengthening. 
 
This sentence has now been edited to reflect this suggestion (line 547-549). 
 
11. L573 & 577. I do not follow this perspective: Considering the lack of 
changes in tendinous tissues behavior during exercise, your results tend to 
show that tendon is not involved. 
 
We intended to convey the point that while tendon compliance did not seem to 
change in response to the first bout of exercise and therefore contribute to the 
repeated bout effect observed for this particular MTU (which has high tendon 
compliance), an increase in tendon compliance might still occur for other MTUs that 
have short or stiff tendons.  We have reworded the Conclusion to make this clearer 
(line 609-616).  
 
12. The lack of change in muscle force could also be problematic for the torque 
- length relationship. If the maximal torque would have been changed, it may 
also be more easy to observe changes in optimal length. 
 
It is plausible that a more severe muscle damage protocol may have elicited a shift 
in the length-torque relationship following exercise. We discussed the absence of a 
shift in the length-torque curve 2-hr post-initial bout with respect to an earlier 
study by our group that did identify a shift (line 492-501). We suggested that a 
shorter duration exercise task or changes in the collection and analysis of the 
length-tension data could attribute for the lack of an observed shift in the present 
study. Irrespective of this, the exercise protocol employed here was sufficient for 
muscles to protect themselves against further delayed-onset muscle soreness and 
force decrements from a repeated bout of exercise. Thus large changes in the 
operating length of fascicles with respect to the length-tension curve between bouts 
are not able to explain the protective effect observed here. 
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Abstract 24 
Introduction: The repeated bout effect characterises the protective adaptation following a single 25 
bout of unaccustomed eccentric exercise that induces muscle damage. Sarcomerogenesis and 26 
increased tendon compliance have been suggested as potential mechanisms for the repeated bout 27 
effect by preventing muscle fascicles from being stretched onto the descending limb of the 28 
length-tension curve (the region where sarcomere damage is thought to occur). In this study, 29 
evidence was sought for three possible mechanical changes that would support either the 30 
sarcomerogenesis or increased tendon compliance hypotheses; a sustained rightward shift in the 31 
fascicle length-tension relationship, reduced fascicle strain amplitude, and reduced starting 32 
fascicle length. Methods: Subjects (n=10) walked backward, downhill (5 km/h, 20% incline) on 33 
a treadmill for 30-min on two occasions separated by seven days. Kinematic data and medial 34 
gastrocnemius fascicle lengths (ultrasonography) were recorded at 10-min intervals to compare 35 
fascicle strains between bouts. Fascicle length-torque curves from supramaximal tibial nerve 36 
stimulation were constructed pre-, 2-hr post- and 2-d post- each exercise bout. Results: 37 
Maximum torque decrement and elevated muscle soreness were present following the first, but 38 
not the second, backward-downhill walking bout signifying a protective repeated bout effect. 39 
There was no sustained rightward shift in the length-torque relationship between exercise bouts, 40 
nor decreases in fascicle strain amplitude or shortening of the starting fascicle length. 41 
Conclusion: Protection from a repeated bout of eccentric exercise was conferred without 42 
changes in muscle fascicle strain behaviour, indicating that sarcomerogenesis and increased 43 
tendon compliance were unlikely to be responsible. As fascicle strains are relatively small in 44 
humans, we suggest that changes to connective tissue structures, such as extracellular matrix 45 
remodelling, are better able to explain the repeated bout effect observed here. 46 
3 
Keywords: 47 
























It is well established that exercise-induced muscle damage occurs following the performance of 71 
an unaccustomed bout of exercise that contains eccentric (lengthening) contractions. The effects 72 
of exercise-induced muscle damage are typically characterised by a drop in the force-producing 73 
capacity of the exercised muscle(s), which cannot be attributed to fatigue, and the delayed 74 
presence of localised muscle soreness that peaks 24-48 hours post-exercise. While consensus 75 
regarding the mechanisms has yet to be reached, one well-established theory suggests that 76 
exercise-induced muscle damage occurs when sarcomeres are actively stretched to long lengths 77 
corresponding to the descending limb of the length-tension relationship (32). It is postulated that 78 
sarcomeres become “unstable” at these lengths as they become weaker with greater stretch. 79 
Given heterogeneity in the mechanical properties of sarcomeres in series, it has been argued that 80 
muscle damage occurs because shorter and stronger sarcomeres pull apart long and weak 81 
sarcomeres in some muscle fibres. This is supported by evidence of sarcomere disruption 82 
obtained from muscle biopsies after eccentric exercise in humans, and from non-human animal 83 
preparations (1, 13). 84 
 85 
When a subsequent bout of eccentric exercise is performed with the same characteristics as those 86 
of the initial bout (e.g. number of contractions, force level and muscles being used) within 6 87 
months, the drop in force immediately after exercise and the magnitude of delayed onset muscle 88 
soreness are dramatically reduced. This protective adaptation is known as the repeated bout 89 
effect (33). While the precise mechanism of the repeated bout effect is unknown, one hypothesis 90 
is that an adaptation occurs within the muscle following the initial bout, which acts to minimise 91 
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or prevent the sarcomeres from being actively stretched to long lengths corresponding to the 92 
descending limb of the length-tension relation for later bouts (40). 93 
 94 
One such proposed mechanism to explain the repeated bout effect is the addition of sarcomeres 95 
in series (sarcomerogenesis)(40). Provided that there are no changes in tendon properties, an 96 
addition of sarcomeres in series ensures that each sarcomere now operates at a relatively shorter 97 
length for a given muscle length. Thus, when the sarcomere is subsequently stretched during a 98 
second bout of comparable exercise, the sarcomeres are more likely to operate at stronger, 99 
“stable” lengths corresponding to the ascending limb and plateau region of the length-tension 100 
relationship. Research on non-human animal models has indicated that sarcomerogenesis can 101 
occur following eccentric training over multiple days. However, one particular animal model 102 
required at least seven days of training prior to sarcomerogenesis being observed (7, 26). 103 
Because the repeated bout effect occurs in response to a single exercise bout, and within as little 104 
as three days (33), it is unclear whether sarcomerogenesis observed following multiple training 105 
bouts provides a plausible mechanism that could underlie the repeated bout effect. 106 
 107 
Indirect evidence of sarcomerogenesis following muscle damaging exercise in humans has been 108 
drawn from observations of a sustained (up to 2-3 weeks) rightward shift in the length-tension 109 
relationship following a single bout of unaccustomed exercise (4, 8). Although, a sustained shift 110 
has not been observed across all muscles (23). One limitation of each of the aforementioned 111 
human studies investigating the length-tension response to damaging exercise is that they have 112 
made inferences about muscle fibre behaviour indirectly from joint angle measurements, which 113 
can be problematic due to the fact that tendon compliance can cause a disassociation between 114 
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fascicle and muscle-tendon unit (MTU) length change (14, 16, 18, 24). Furthermore, it has been 115 
shown that joint angle-torque curves are often constructed incorrectly due to inappropriate 116 
assumptions regarding the location of the passive elastic element relative to the muscle fibres 117 
(20, 27). Currently, there is no human research that has measured muscle fascicle (bundles of 118 
fibres) mechanics to more directly infer a fibre length-tension relationship before and after a 119 
repeated bout of damaging exercise. If a sustained rightward shift were to be observed using 120 
fascicle measurements, it would provide strong evidence to implicate sarcomerogenesis in the 121 
repeated bout effect. 122 
 123 
An alternative form of adaptation that may explain the repeated bout effect, which is compatible 124 
with the mechanism of muscle damage proposed in the popping sarcomere hypothesis, is 125 
increased tendon compliance in response to the initial bout. Research using mouse and rabbit 126 
muscle fibres indicates that muscle damage increases in proportion to the magnitude of muscle 127 
fascicle stretch (3, 5, 25) or to the initial length at which the stretch is initiated (6, 21). As such, it 128 
is reasonable to postulate that the repeated bout effect adaptation could be a result of a reduction 129 
in the strain experienced by the fascicle, or a reduction in the initial stretch length, thus 130 
restricting the muscle from operating at lengths corresponding to the descending limb. It seems 131 
feasible that an increase in tendon compliance could reduce the strain experienced by muscle 132 
fibres during stretch of the MTU in the absence of an increase in sarcomere number. 133 
 134 
Recently it has been shown that human vastus lateralis fascicles experience less absolute stretch 135 
in a repeated bout of eccentric cycling (38). However, the authors did not observe a concomitant 136 
increase in tendon stretch, which would be expected if the kinematics between the two bouts 137 
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were identical (i.e. no changes in MTU stretch). The authors proposed that the non-significant 138 
change in tendon length could be attributed to a lack of sensitivity in measuring small changes. 139 
Furthermore, fascicle lengths were not normalised across bouts and the differences in the 140 
absolute stretch magnitude may have been attributed to the ~12% difference in the starting 141 
fascicle length between bouts (8.8 cm vs. 7.7 cm). Further work using ultrasound measurements 142 
in humans is thus required to examine if decreased fascicle strain due to increased tendon 143 
compliance plays a role in the repeated bout effect. 144 
 145 
The aim of this study was to investigate whether changes in the fascicle length-tension 146 
relationship, fascicle strain amplitude or starting fascicle length at the onset of active muscle 147 
stretch contribute to protection from damage associated with the repeated bout effect in humans 148 
in vivo. We hypothesised that there would be no sustained shift in the fascicle length-torque 149 
relationship between bouts but that there would be a reduction in either fascicle strain or 150 
operating length indicating an increase in tendon compliance. We actively lengthened fascicles 151 
over many stretch cycles using a functional task (backward-downhill walking) that is known to 152 
induce substantial delayed-onset muscle soreness, which is a classic symptom of exercise-153 
induced muscle damage. We also targeted a MTU that has a tendon with relatively high 154 
compliance (i.e. medial gastrocnemius) and therefore should be possible to measure changes in 155 








Ten subjects (24.2 ± 3.7 yrs, 72.7 ± 12.4 kg, 1.8 ± 0.1 m, male = 7) volunteered to participate in 163 
the study after providing written, informed consent. All subjects were healthy, had no history of 164 
neuromuscular disease or illness and were not participating in regular, strenuous exercise at the 165 
time of testing. The protocol was approved by a local university ethics committee and conducted 166 
according to the Declaration of Helsinki. 167 
 168 
Experimental protocol 169 
The following list describes the timing of the experimental protocol. 1) Baseline length-tension 170 
data and muscle soreness scores were collected. 2) Subjects performed an initial 30-min 171 
eccentric exercise task immediately following baseline data collection. 3) Two hours following 172 
the initial bout of exercise, length-tension data and muscle soreness scores were collected. At this 173 
time, the effects of fatigue during a backward walking task have subsided and any residual 174 
effects can be attributed to muscle damage (47). 4) 48-hr following the initial bout of exercise, 175 
length-tension data and muscle soreness scores were collected to examine mechanical properties 176 
when peak muscle soreness is expected to occur. 5) Seven days following the initial bout, steps 177 
1) to 4) were repeated for a second bout of the same eccentric exercise task. 178 
 179 
Length-tension relationship experimental set-up 180 
Angle-torque and fascicle length-tension data were collected according to a similar method as 181 
described in Hoffman, Lichtwark, Carroll & Cresswell (20), which we have shown to be reliable. 182 
Briefly, with subjects lying prone and with their right knee extended to ~175° (included angle), 183 
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their right foot was attached to a footplate that was in turn rigidly attached to an isokinetic 184 
dynamometer (Biodex System 3 Pro, Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, NY). The ankle was 185 
positioned in the neutral position (foot-shank angle ≈ 90°), which was defined as 0°. Ankle 186 
rotations from this position into dorsiflexion were considered positive. Ankle joint angle and 187 
plantar flexion torque were measured from the dynamometer and low-pass filtered at 9 Hz and 5 188 
Hz, respectively. Each signal was converted using a 16-bit analogue-to-digital converter at 1 kHz 189 
(Power 1401, Cambridge Electronic Design). Ultrasound images of the medial gastrocnemius 190 
were synchronously recorded with the torque and angle signals using a 96-element, multi-191 
frequency transducer (LV7.5/60/96, Telemed, Vilnius, Lithuania) attached to a PC-based 192 
ultrasound system (Echoblaster 128, UAB, Telemed, Vilnius, Lithuania). The transducer was 193 
placed approximately over the middle of the muscle belly for medial gastrocnemius and the 194 
location slightly adjusted to determine the location where the clearest image of the fascicles and 195 
surrounding aponeurosis borders were found. This location was marked with indelible pen to 196 
ensure that the same cross-section of the muscle was imaged across all testing sessions. The 197 
images were captured at a frequency of 6 MHz, a field of view of 60 x 65 mm, a focus range of 198 
18-26 mm in B-mode and at a frame rate of 80 frames / second using software (EchoWave II, 199 
Telemed, Vilnius, Lithuania). To synchronize the ultrasound images with dynamometer and 200 
kinematic data, a continuous 5-volt signal was sent to the analogue-to-digital board from the 201 
ultrasound unit whenever fascicle images were being recorded. 202 
 203 
Fascicle length and pennation angle during each muscle contraction were measured using a semi-204 
automated tracking algorithm implemented in Matlab scripts (Mathworks, MA, USA) that has 205 
been shown to reliably track muscle fascicle length changes during isometric contractions and 206 
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gait (12, 15). The determination of fascicle length is highly dependent on the initial length 207 
estimated prior to tracking (12, 15). To overcome this and to ensure as little variability between 208 
consecutive trials, we began all trials at a constant joint position with the muscle completely 209 
relaxed so that a common starting length could be determined. This common angle allowed us to 210 
track the length changes from the passive joint rotations and then during the subsequent twitch 211 
contraction. Frame-by-frame tracking of fascicle length is sensitive to drift, because of potential 212 
summation of small length errors across trials. Small amounts of drift during a contraction were 213 
corrected by performing a linear subtraction of the difference between length changes predicted 214 
across the period and the length changes predicted by comparing the frames before and after the 215 
contraction. Manual corrections of fascicle lengths were undertaken when visual inspection of 216 
the predicted fascicle length and orientation from the tracking algorithm did not visually match 217 
the ultrasound video. We also measured medial gastrocnemius fascicle length during a single 218 
passive rotation, where the joint was moved at constant velocity through its entire range of 219 
motion, at the beginning of each length-tension data collection session. The measured resting 220 
length during the passive trial provided a reference length, relative to passive torque, to ensure 221 
consistency in the length measurements across tracked ultrasound trials. 222 
 223 
Peripheral nerve stimulation 224 
Supramaximal peripheral nerve stimulation (pulse width of 500-μs) was applied to the tibial 225 
nerve to evoke a resting torque twitch while subjects were at rest. Twitch amplitude was defined 226 
as the difference between the peak of the twitch and the torque immediately preceding the twitch. 227 
To evoke this twitch, a constant-current stimulator (DS7AH, Digitimer, UK) was used to pass a 228 
current from a cathode (Ag-AgCl electrode, 24 mm diameter; Tyco Healthcare Group) placed on 229 
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the optimal site of stimulation within the popliteal fossa to an anode (Ag-AgCl electrode, 24 mm 230 
diameter; Tyco Healthcare Group) positioned immediately proximal to the cathode on the 231 
midline of the popliteal fossa. Once the amount of current that evoked the largest torque twitch 232 
was determined, it was then increased by more than 40% and this intensity was then used for all 233 
twitch stimulations in a given testing session. Location of the stimulating electrodes was marked 234 
with indelible pen to ensure consistency across sessions. 235 
 236 
Length-tension data collection protocol 237 
Stimulations were applied at 7-10 ankle joint angles at 3-degree increments from the neutral 238 
ankle position to the maximum tolerable dorsiflexion angle. The order of angle testing was 239 
pseudo-randomised until each test joint angle had been measured on two occasions. Subjects 240 
performed a small, brief plantar flexion contraction prior to each stimulation to minimise any 241 
thixotropic effects (39). 242 
 243 
Length-tension curve construction 244 
As previously described in Hoffman, Lichtwark, Carroll & Cresswell (20), the fascicle length-245 
torque relationship was determined by plotting the fascicle length against the active torque 246 
during the stimulation. In this instance, active torque was calculated as the difference between 247 
the total torque and the passive torque during the contraction. This method assumes that the 248 
parallel elastic component lies in parallel only with the contractile element (20, 27). To 249 
determine the passive torque during the contraction, a passive L-T curve was initially constructed 250 
by fitting a standard exponential expression: 251 
Tpassive = Ae
k(L-Ls )
      (eq. 1) 252 
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Where A is curvature, k is the slope of the curve representing stiffness and Ls is the slack length 253 
(or slack angle when angle-torque data is fitted). Following this, the passive torque that 254 
corresponded to the shortest fascicle length during each stimulation was determined and 255 
subtracted from the total torque (peak of the twitch) to represent the active torque. Second order 256 
exponential curves were then fitted through the plotted active length-torque data for each subject 257 
according to previous physiologically appropriate models (2, 37): 258 
Tactive = e
-|(Lb-1)/s|a
      (eq. 2) 259 
Where T is torque, L is fascicle length (or ankle angle when angle-torque data is fit), a is 260 
roundness, b is skewness and s is width. Variables a (1.94), b (0.38) and s (0.09) were 261 
constrained in the equation to ensure the fitted curve provided a similar shape to the sarcomere 262 
relationship (42). Example active and passive curves fitted through corresponding raw data are 263 
shown for a representative individual subject in Figure 1. Active and passive length-torque curves 264 
specific to either exercise bout were then normalised to the optimal fascicle length calculated 265 
from the relevant pre-exercise length-torque curve (i.e. either pre-initial bout or pre-repeated 266 
bout). The active and passive curve parameters for all 10 subjects were then averaged and mean 267 
active and passive curves created. 268 
 269 
We have previously reported that fitting curves to fascicle length-torque data is difficult when 270 
the estimated turning point (Lo) of the curve falls outside of the range of values measured (i.e. the 271 
subject provides no data on the descending limb, despite having what appears to be normal range 272 
of ankle joint motion) (19). As Lo for most subjects in the current study was estimated to occur 273 
outside of the range of measured lengths, it is possible that mis-estimation of this turning point of 274 
the curve might mask real shifts in fascicle length. To provide additional analyses of any 275 
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potential shift in the torque-length relationship without using the fitted curve, the fascicle lengths 276 
measured at 0° (i.e. the most plantar flexed position) and at the most dorsiflexed position were 277 
compared between the initial and repeated bouts. 278 
 279 
Muscle and kinematic measurements during walking 280 
Lower limb kinematics of both legs was measured during the initial and second bouts of 281 
backward-downhill walking using an eight-camera, optoelectronic motion capture system 282 
(Qualysis AB, Gothenburg, Sweden). Single reflective spherical markers (diameter = 1 cm) were 283 
placed on both the anterior and posterior superior iliac spines, the medial and lateral femoral 284 
epicondyles, the medial and lateral malleoli, the calcaneus and the head of the 1st and 5th 285 
metatarsals; while marker clusters (rigid groups of 4 markers) were attached to the lateral aspect 286 
of the thigh and shank. The position of the markers was sampled at 200 Hz using collection 287 
software (Qualysis Track Manager, Qualysis AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) and analysed offline 288 
(Visual 3D, C-Motion Inc., Germantown, U.S.A.). Synchronously, ultrasound images of medial 289 
gastrocnemius were recorded using the same methods described above, with the transducer 290 
placed in the same location as that marked on the leg while length-tension data were collected. 291 
Fascicle length and pennation angle were determined using the same tracking algorithm as 292 
described previously and then combined with the kinematic data in Visual 3D (C-Motion Inc., 293 
Germantown, U.S.A.). 294 
 295 
Eccentric exercise protocol 296 
The purpose of the eccentric exercise task in this study was to induce muscle damage in a 297 
qualitatively similar way to that experienced by athletes and the general population during 298 
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normal activities. Subjects performed the eccentric exercise task of walking backward at 5 km/h, 299 
downhill at a gradient of 20%, for 30-min on a motorised treadmill. Pilot testing indicated that 300 
this protocol caused lengthening of medial gastrocnemius fascicles under active tension and 301 
induced significant muscle soreness ~48-hr post-exercise, which is a classical symptom of 302 
exercise-induced muscle damage (9). A 10-s window (~6-8 stride cycles) of ultrasound and 303 
kinematic data was collected during the first minute and at 10-min intervals until the exercise 304 
bout was completed. During analysis, it was revealed that medial gastrocnemius fascicle 305 
behaviour did not statistically change over time within each bout and thus for clarity only 306 
measurements during the first minute are reported.  307 
 308 
Muscle Soreness 309 
Prior to, 2-hr post and 2-d post-exercise, self-reported muscle soreness was assessed using a 310 
protocol similar to Jones, Allen, Talbot, Morgan & Proske (23). With the subject attached to the 311 
isokinetic dynamometer and lying in the prone position, muscle soreness was measured by 312 
having the experimenter palpate the middle of the muscle belly to a depth of approximately the 313 
width of their thumb. Subjects then responded verbally regarding the pain they felt using a 0-10 314 
scale with 0 representing no soreness at all and 10 representing the worst soreness they have ever 315 
felt. This process was performed for medial gastrocnemius, lateral gastrocnemius and soleus. 316 
Subjects were also asked to walk for 15-20 m and rate the soreness they felt in their legs during 317 
this functional task. Because baseline soreness measurements were not recorded for four out of 318 




Data analysis 322 
Medial gastrocnemius fascicle length, pennation angle, and knee and ankle joint angles were 323 
determined from the average of 6-8 strides captured during each 10-s window of walking data. 324 
Normative MTU length was determined using the following regression equation from previous 325 
literature: 326 
LMTU =C0+C2b +C4f      (eq. 3) 327 
where C0, C2 and C4 are correlation coefficients (0.9, -0.00062 and 0.00214, respectively) 328 
determined by Hawkins & Hull (17) and β and Φ are the measured flexion joint angles of the 329 
knee and ankle, respectively. To determine the estimated medial gastrocnemius MTU length, the 330 
normative MTU length was then multiplied by the shank length of each subject (17). 331 
Series elastic element (SEE) length, which represents all elastic tissue in series with the muscle 332 
fascicles including tendon and aponeurosis, was calculated according to a previously published 333 
model (14): 334 
LSEE = LMTU -LFAS ´cosq     (eq. 4) 335 
where LMTU is the medial gastrocnemius MTU length calculated from equation 3 above, LFAS is 336 
the measured fascicle length and θ is the measured pennation angle relative to the line of action 337 
of the force (horizontal to the image plane). 338 
Fascicle, SEE and MTU stretch amplitude (strain) during each walking condition was calculated 339 
as the difference between the maximum and minimum length during the stance phase. For 340 




Statistical analysis 344 
From the fitted L-T curves, the maximum torque (Tmax), the muscle fascicle length at which 345 
maximum torque occurred (i.e. optimal fascicle length, Lo), and passive parameters (k and A) 346 
were determined. Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed to determine the effect 347 
of time and exercise bout on these curve parameters as well as the four soreness measurements. 348 
Dependent t-tests were used to compare muscle and tendon stretch parameters (e.g. stretch 349 
amplitude, starting stretch length, final stretch length and timing of peak length for fascicle, 350 
MTU and SEE) between the initial bout and the repeated bout. A two-way repeated measure 351 
ANOVA was used to determine if fascicle stretch amplitude changed during either 30-min 352 
backward walking protocol. Significant differences were established at P ≤ 0.05. All group data 353 
presented in the Results are presented as means ± SD while data presented in Figures are 354 
presented as mean ± the standard error of the mean (SEM). 355 
 356 
Results 357 
Muscle soreness in response to repeated bouts of backward-downhill walking 358 
Prior to the initial bout, soreness in medial gastrocnemius, lateral gastrocnemius and soleus was 359 
low for all subjects (Fig. 2). A significant interaction effect was found for time across exercise 360 
bouts for all three muscles (medial gastrocnemius, F2,10 = 8.00; soleus, F2,10 = 20.00; lateral 361 
gastrocnemius, F2,10 = 8.86; all P ≤ 0.05). Planned comparisons revealed no significant change in 362 
soreness 2-hr post-initial bout (medial gastrocnemius, P = 0.71; soleus and lateral gastrocnemius, 363 
both P = 1.00) however a significant increase in soreness was evident 2-d post-initial bout for all 364 
muscles (P ≤ 0.05). Similar results were found for soreness reported during 15-20 m of walking 365 
(F2,10 = 28.14, P ≤ 0.05), which was similar to baseline 2-hr post-initial bout (P = 0.66), but then 366 
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significantly increased 2-d post-exercise (P ≤ 0.05). As delayed onset muscle soreness is a 367 
classical indicator that muscle damage had occurred, this elevation in soreness 2-d post-exercise 368 
indicates that the walking protocol implemented here induced muscle damage. Following the 369 
repeated bout of exercise, no change in soreness was evident relative to pre-repeated bout at 370 
either 2-hr (medial gastrocnemius, P = 0.6; soleus, P = 1.00; lateral gastrocnemius, P = 0.91) or 371 
2-d post-exercise (medial gastrocnemius, P = 0.86; soleus, P = 1.00; lateral gastrocnemius, P = 372 
0.69; Fig. 2). Again, similar results were shown for the brief walking task where there was no 373 
increase in soreness following the repeated bout (2-hr post-, P = 0.83; 2-d post-, P = 0.23). As 374 
such, the three muscles of the triceps surae were protected from the painful effects of the second 375 
bout of the exercise protocol used here. 376 
 377 
Fascicle length-torque properties 378 
The fascicle length-torque curves that were generated and fitted through the raw data points had 379 
a high goodness of fit with a correlation coefficient of 0.94 ± 0.06 calculated across all subjects 380 
and conditions. Following the initial exercise bout, there was a significant reduction in the 381 
amplitude of the fascicle length-torque curve compared to baseline (Fig. 3A). This was indicated 382 
by a significant main effect of time on maximum torque production (F2, 36 = 19.54, P ≤ 0.05). 383 
Tmax, as derived from the active length-torque curve, decreased significantly by ~13% between 384 
pre- and 2-hr post-exercise (P ≤ 0.05) before recovering at 2-d post-exercise (P = 0.18; Table 1). 385 
Nine out of the 10 subjects experienced a torque drop following the initial bout. For the repeated 386 
bout, there was no significant drop in Tmax 2-hr after exercise (P = 0.12), and seven out of the 10 387 
subjects experienced less drop in torque following the repeated bout than following the initial 388 
bout. This smaller force decrement following the repeated bout, compared with the initial bout, 389 
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indicates a classic repeated bout effect. Interestingly, there was a significant ~11% increase in 390 
peak torque 2-d after the repeated bout (P ≤ 0.05; Fig. 3B and Table 1) that may indicate a slight 391 
gain in strength (4). 392 
 393 
There was no detectable shift in the optimal fascicle length after either the initial or repeated 394 
bouts (F2,36 = 1.26, P = 0.30; Table 1, Fig 3A,B). Despite a qualitatively apparent change in the 395 
passive curve 2-hr post exercise, there was no significant main effect of time found for the 396 
variables describing the passive curve, k (F2, 36 = 0.31, P = 0.73) and A (F2, 36 = 1.88, P = 0.17; 397 
Table 1). Furthermore, there was no main effect found for time on fascicle length at either 0° 398 
(F2,36 = 1.14, P = 0.33; Fig. 4A) or at the most dorsiflexed position (F2,36 = 0.88, P = 0.42; Fig. 399 
4B) indicating no changes in fascicle length for a given angle before and after each bout. As 400 
such, the presence of exercise-induced muscle damage was not indicated through changes in 401 
active and passive length-tension properties following the initial bout, and there were no changes 402 
in length-tension properties when the muscle was protected in the repeated bout effect.  403 
 404 
Muscle fascicle and MTU strains during backward, downhill walking 405 
Fascicle stretch amplitudes during the first 30% of the stance phase were compared between the 406 
initial and repeated bouts to identify if muscle fascicle strains changed during the second bout in 407 
which there was protection from damage. At the beginning of backward, downhill walking in the 408 
initial bout, the stretch experienced by the fascicles was 6.0 ± 3.0 mm, which was similar to the 409 
stretch measured during the start of the repeated bout (7.1 ± 2.5 mm; P = 0.17; Fig. 5A). When 410 
normalised to Lo, there was still no significant difference in strain between the initial bout (0.09 ± 411 
0.04 Lo) and the repeated bout (0.11 ± 0.04 Lo; P = 0.12). This shows that the muscle fibre 412 
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dynamics did not alter between the initial and repeated exercise bouts. No significant main effect 413 
of time was found for fascicle stretch amplitude (F3,54 = 1.00, P = 0.40). As such, there was no 414 
decrease in fascicle strain evident for the repeated bout. 415 
 416 
The operating fascicle length range during the first minute of backward-downhill walking was 417 
similar between the initial and repeated bouts. Figures 3C and 3D show average operating 418 
fascicle range superimposed onto the pre-initial bout and pre-repeated bout length-torque curves, 419 
respectively. For the initial bout, the fascicles began to stretch from a point on the ascending 420 
limb and then to lengthen slightly past the plateau region of the length-torque curve. For the 421 
repeated bout, the fascicles stretched over a similar range relative to the length-torque curve, 422 
from the ascending limb up to the plateau region. The similarity in operating length range 423 
between bouts was also indicated by no significant differences in fascicle stretch parameters. The 424 
length at the onset of stretch for the initial bout was 58.6 ± 12.8 mm (0.94 ± 0.17 Lo), which was 425 
not significantly different to the repeated bout where the length at the onset of stretch was 56.7 ± 426 
14.1 mm (0.89 ± 0.13 Lo; P = 0.69). Similarly, final stretch length was not significantly different 427 
between bouts (P = 0.87) where, for the initial and repeated bouts, final stretch length was 64.6 ± 428 
12.7 mm (1.04 ± 0.16 Lo) and 63.8 ± 15.6 mm (1.01 ± 0.15 Lo), respectively. 429 
 430 
No change in MTU stretch amplitude during the early stance phase of backward-downhill 431 
walking was evident between the initial (37.1 ± 10.1 mm) and repeated bouts (33.5 ± 7.4 mm; P 432 
= 0.11; Fig. 5B). For the stretch of the SEE, there was a slight decrease in SEE stretch amplitude 433 
from 33.6 ± 9.4 mm at the start of the initial bout to 29.4 ± 7.7 mm in the repeated bout, however 434 
this was not significant (P = 0.07; Fig. 5C). Furthermore, the relative contribution of the SEE 435 
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stretch to overall MTU length change was quite high and no different between initial (90.6 ± 436 
5.2%) and repeated bouts (87.2 ± 6.4%; P = 0.14). Similarly, no change was found in the time at 437 
which peak length was reached, either for fascicles (initial bout: 36.9 ± 4.5% of the walking 438 
cycle, repeated bout: 34.6 ± 4.6%; P = 0.26) or the MTU (initial bout: 25.6 ± 2.9%, repeated 439 
bout: 24.0 ± 2.9%, P = 0.12).  440 
 441 
Discussion 442 
The 30-min, backward-walking protocol used in the present study induced a modest (13%), but 443 
significant, decrease in the triceps surae torque output 2-hr following the initial bout, and 444 
resulted in the presence of substantial muscle soreness 2-d post-initial bout. This damage 445 
occurred with small fascicle strains of approximately 9% (relative to optimum length) and 446 
presumably while the muscle was operating at submaximal activation levels. When the same 447 
exercise bout was repeated 7-d later, there was no significant drop in torque and post-exercise 448 
soreness was almost entirely eliminated, indicating a repeated bout effect. However, we did not 449 
observe any biomechanical changes, such as a permanent rightward shift in the fascicle length-450 
torque curve, a decrease in fascicle strain for the repeated bout, or a decrease in the initial 451 
fascicle stretch length. As such, changes in the medial gastrocnemius fascicle operating 452 
behaviour were not evident for this functional human task that conferred protection from slight 453 





Evidence of exercise-induced muscle damage and the repeated bout effect in backward-downhill 458 
walking 459 
The presence of exercise-induced muscle damage following the initial bout was indicated by a 460 
significant drop in torque 2-hr post-initial bout and a significant elevation in triceps surae muscle 461 
soreness two days post-exercise. This decrement in torque is unlikely to be attributed to fatigue 462 
because it has previously been shown that electrically-evoked maximum torque is completely 463 
recovered 2-hr following a fatigue-only 40-min forward uphill walking task carrying an 464 
additional 5-10-kg (47). Because backward downhill walking requires less energy expenditure 465 
than forward uphill walking, and because our walking task was shorter in duration and didn’t 466 
require subjects to carry extra weight, we are confident that any changes occurring 2-hr post-467 
exercise can be attributed to muscle damage processes rather than fatigue. 468 
 469 
In comparison to previous research using a backward walking paradigm, we may have expected 470 
a greater, more sustained drop in torque post-exercise (19, 23, 36, 41, 46, 47). Most studies 471 
employing this protocol have focussed on maximising the amount of muscle damage by having 472 
subjects carry additional weight or instructing the subjects to walk with an unnatural gait that 473 
focuses on excessive lengthening of the triceps surae. Our focus here was to use a task that 474 
induced damage that was qualitatively similar to that experienced by athletes and the general 475 
population in normal activities. As such, our functional task induced a small but significant drop 476 
in muscle force output, but was also sufficient to elicit significant soreness post-exercise as well 477 
as elicit a protective repeated bout effect. We suggest that this is important because it 478 
demonstrates that a large pain response can be elicited despite only a small decrement to the 479 
contractile performance of the muscle. 480 
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It has previously been shown that there is no association in either the time-course or magnitude 481 
of muscle soreness and force decrement following eccentric exercise, and like others (10, 34), we 482 
speculate that the mechanism of force decrement following eccentric exercise is not related to the 483 
mechanism responsible for muscle soreness. Following the presence of exercise-induced muscle 484 
damage in the initial bout, no significant drop in torque and limited delayed-onset muscle 485 
soreness was observed subsequent to the second bout of backward-downhill walking. Both of 486 
these effects are two key indicators of the presence of a repeated bout effect (10) and thus our 487 
functional task was sufficient to induce a protective effect in triceps surae. Interestingly, there 488 
appeared to be a slight, albeit, insignificant increase in maximum torque 2-d following the 489 
repeated bout indicating a possible increase in strength. 490 
 491 
While we measured a drop in torque 2-hr after the initial bout, we found no rightward shift in the 492 
fascicle length-torque curve following the initial bout, which does not provide supporting 493 
evidence for immediate disruption of sarcomeres in response to the exercise protocol. We found 494 
no changes in either the calculated L0 or the fascicle length at both 0° or at the most dorsiflexed 495 
angle before and after each bout. A previous study from our group, using similar methods, 496 
reported a small rightward shift in the optimum length of the medial gastrocnemius 2-hr 497 
following an initial bout of backward-downhill walking. The difference in these results is likely 498 
due to a) a reduced walking time in the present study (30-mins rather than 60-mins); or b) 499 
changes in the collection and analysis of length-tension data to make the data more robust and 500 
less variable than the initial study. Our study is likely not sufficiently powered to detect smaller 501 
or modest effect sizes, so while it is possible that there were small shifts in the length-tension 502 
relationship or the operating lengths of the fascicles during the exercise tasks (within the limits 503 
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of our measurement error), we don’t believe this would change our interpretation that medial 504 
gastrocnemius fascicles appear to operate at qualitatively similar length ranges in repeated bouts 505 
of eccentric exercise. A large effect that drastically reduced the peak strain (relative to L0) would 506 
be required if reductions in damage were primarily due to immediate remodeling of muscle 507 
contractile tissue (i.e. sarcomerogenesis) to prevent excessive stretch in repeated bouts.  508 
 509 
Repeated bout effect and fascicle length-tension properties 510 
Previous human research investigating the mechanism of the repeated bout effect has implied 511 
that a sustained (~2-3 weeks) rightward shift in the length-tension relationship indicates the 512 
presence of sarcomerogenesis (4, 8). However, these studies used angle-torque curves that are 513 
prone to miscalculation of active torque, and hence the physiologically-correct curve (20, 27). 514 
We therefore used an improved technique to construct fascicle length-torque curves to 515 
investigate sustained changes in the length-tension relationship. We found that optimum length, 516 
derived from the fascicle length-torque curve, did not change 2-hr, 2-d or 7-d post-initial bout 517 
thus we found no evidence of a rightward shift in the length-tension relationship to indicate the 518 
addition of sarcomeres in series. The use of fascicle length data to determine the length-tension 519 
relationship, as opposed to angle data, provides a new level of understanding about potential 520 
shifts in length-tension properties that might indicate sarcomerogenesis. However, it is possible 521 
that the use of muscles or an exercise task with greater susceptibility to exercise-induced muscle 522 
damage in the previous studies, might also contribute to differences from the results described 523 
here. In spite of this, there are additional grounds to question the role of sarcomerogenesis in the 524 
repeated bout effect. As muscles can be protected from damage for at least six months (35), it 525 
would be expected that a significant shift in the length-tension relationship be maintained for 526 
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close to this period of time if indeed a sustained rightward shift in the length-tension curve 527 
indicates sarcomerogenesis. Studies indicating a shift in the angle-torque curve have shown the 528 
curve to return to baseline within 2-3 weeks, and as early as 2-d post-exercise (8, 23). As such, it 529 
appears that any shifts in optimum angle are transient and are unlikely to contribute to long-term 530 
protection from muscle damage.  531 
 532 
Fascicle and tendon dynamics in the repeated bout effect 533 
An alternative mechanical adaptation that may underpin the repeated bout effect is the reduction 534 
in fascicle strain or operating length range due to increased tendon compliance. 535 
However, between exercise bouts, we found no difference in fascicle, MTU or SEE stretch 536 
amplitude during the active loading phase of backward-downhill walking. Furthermore, there 537 
was no change in fascicle starting or final stretch lengths measured either as absolute values or 538 
relative to the fascicle length-tension curve. Thus, we are confident that there was no evidence of 539 
increased compliance within the Achilles tendon to explain the repeated bout effect observed 540 
here. In contrast, Peñailillo, Blazevich & Nosaka (38) recently found that absolute stretch in 541 
vastus lateralis fascicles was decreased during a repeated bout of eccentric cycling. However, as 542 
the amount of stretch was not normalised, and there was a ~12% difference in initial fascicle 543 
lengths between bouts, the relative stretch (i.e. strain) may have not actually been different 544 
between the two bouts. Moreover, in their study, the vastus lateralis fascicles appeared to 545 
contribute far more to the stretch of the overall MTU than compared with the medial 546 
gastrocnemius fascicles observed here. This is likely due to a relatively stiffer SEE, due to a 547 
decreased tendon length and/or an increase in tendinous tissue cross-sectional area compared to 548 
the gastrocnemius tendon, which is less able to absorb energy during lengthening and causing the 549 
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fascicles to be stretched onto the descending limb in the initial bout. However, the authors did 550 
not measure the vastus lateralis operating length range relative to its length-tension curve 551 
therefore this can not be confirmed. We are confident that our fascicle length parameter data 552 
clearly demonstrates no change in the starting length, stretch magnitude or operating length of 553 
the muscle fascicles, and hence in this muscle group we believe that there is no obvious 554 
mechanical protective effect at the level of the contractile tissue.  555 
 556 
While our method of measuring the fascicle length-torque relationship provides better insights 557 
than using angle-torque data, we acknowledge that measures of fascicle length also do not 558 
provide direct evidence of sarcomere behaviour. Due to possible inhomogeneity of serial 559 
sarcomeres, some sarcomeres may have stretched to long lengths where sarcomeres could be 560 
disrupted even though this is not reflected by the overall fascicle length change. However, as the 561 
majority of the stretch that occurred here was at an operating length corresponding to the 562 
ascending limb and plateau region of the fascicle length-tension relationship (Fig. 3C,D), we are 563 
confident that only a small proportion of sarcomeres may have been stretched to sufficiently long 564 
lengths to cause structural damage. 565 
 566 
An alternative suggestion to contractile tissue damage is that the connective tissue within the 567 
muscle (i.e. the extracellular matrix) is damaged during eccentric contractions. The extracellular 568 
matrix is a collagen-rich set of proteins that provides a supporting structure that permits force 569 
transmission between muscle fibres and fascicles (22). Following a bout of maximal eccentric 570 
contractions, there is an increase in collagen expression as well as increase in the activity of 571 
collagen-degrading proteins (43). Structural alterations to the extracellular matrix have also been 572 
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observed (29). Adaptation of the extracellular matrix is then thought to take place and is 573 
evidenced by an increase in remodelling enzymes, possibly to provide a stronger framework 574 
around the muscle fibres (28). Subsequently, following a repeated bout of lengthening 575 
contractions (electrically induced in this case), the expressions of these collagens and matrix 576 
growth factors are significantly reduced (28). In the current study where we induced a relatively 577 
small amount of muscle contractile damage, we did not observe large fascicle strains in the initial 578 
bout nor did we see a significant change in fascicle behaviour in the repeated bout, however 579 
damage to some structures must have occurred to elicit the pain response. We speculate that 580 
extracellular matrix remodelling is better able to explain the significant attenuation of muscle 581 
soreness and the protective adaptation experienced here. As much of this research regarding 582 
damage to the extracellular matrix has been derived from experiments using electrical 583 
stimulation or maximum voluntary contractions, further research is required to examine its 584 
potential role during submaximal, voluntary contractions that are more often encountered in 585 
activities of daily living.  586 
 587 
Other alternative mechanisms to explain the repeated bout effect observed here include neural 588 
adaptations or improvements in excitation-contraction coupling (31). It is suggested that 589 
following an initial bout of eccentric exercise, where a small number of fast motor units are 590 
predominately recruited, the activation pattern of the damaged muscle changes and an increased 591 
number of slower motor units are now recruited in subsequent bouts of eccentric exercise (30, 592 
44). As such, the muscle is no longer relying on only a small number of high-force motor units to 593 
produce the eccentric force, which is thought to contribute to the initial damage of muscle fibres. 594 
In this study we did not have EMG measurements capable of detecting these differences between 595 
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bouts, thus it can not be determined if a change in the pattern of motor unit activation contributed 596 
to the repeated bout effect here. It has also been suggested that the decrease in muscle force-597 
producing capacity following the initial bout is the result of excitation-contraction coupling 598 
failure, where undamaged muscle fibres are not activated due to damage of structures between 599 
the neuromuscular junction and the sarcoplasmic reticulum (45). The resulting adaptation would 600 
be strengthening of the excitation-contraction coupling process resulting in less force decrement 601 
post-repeated bout (11). While there is currently little experimental evidence to support this 602 
hypothesis, this mechanism also can not be ruled out from the current study and thus further 603 
cellular level research is required to examine this hypothesis. 604 
 605 
Conclusion 606 
The current study shows that in the presence of the repeated bout effect, there was no indirect 607 
evidence of sarcomerogenesis as indicated by an absence of a sustained rightward shift in the 608 
fascicle length-torque relationship. Furthermore, in our muscle damage model that used a MTU 609 
with high tendon compliance, we found no evidence that tendon compliance contributes to the 610 
repeated bout effect, as there were no changes in medial gastrocnemius fascicle strain amplitude 611 
or starting fascicle stretch length observed between exercise bouts. We suggest that strain-612 
induced damage of the extracellular matrix, or potential changes in neural recruitment, are 613 
possible mechanisms to explain the repeated bout effect observed in this study. Further research 614 
is required to examine extracellular matrix changes and contributions to the repeated bout effect 615 
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Figure Legends 757 
Fig. 1. Raw data points and the subsequent fitted active and passive fascicle length-torque curves 758 
from a representative subject pre- (solid line, triangles), 2-hr post- (dashed line, squares) and 2-d 759 
post-exercise (dotted line, circles). 760 
 761 
Fig. 2. Mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) soreness scores (0-10) from palpation in the 762 
muscle belly of medial gastrocnemius (black, filled), lateral gastrocnemius (diagonal stripes), 763 
soleus (open) and during brief walking (grey, filled). Measurements made pre-, 2-hr post- (2H) 764 
and 2-d post- (2D) the initial (IB) and repeated bouts (RB). Soreness increased significantly at 2-765 
d post-IB, recovered to baseline levels prior to the RB and no further significant changes in 766 
soreness were evident following the RB. N.b. There are no marker or error bars visible for brief 767 
walking pre-IB as all subjects rated this soreness a 0 out of 10. 768 
 769 
Fig. 3. Group mean active and passive length-torque (L-T) curves pre- (solid line), 2-hr post- 770 
(dashed line) and 2-d post-exercise (dotted line) for the A) initial about and B) the repeated bout. 771 
Each curve is normalised to the optimal fascicle length (Lo) calculated from the pre-length-torque 772 
curve relevant to that exercise bout. C) Superimposed onto the active and passive pre-length-773 
torque curves are the relevant fascicle operating lengths for the initial bout and D) the repeated 774 
bout. The horizontal rectangle superimposed onto the figure indicates the mean fascicle stretch 775 
amplitude during the beginning of backward, downhill walking (i.e. the fascicle stretches from 776 
the ascending limb to the plateau region). The horizontal error bars indicate the SEM of the 777 
group mean starting or final fascicle stretch length. Fascicle lengths normalised to Lo calculated 778 
34 
from the pre-length-torque curve relevant to that exercise bout. 779 
 780 
Fig. 4. Mean ± SEM medial gastrocnemius fascicle lengths measured at pre-, 2-hr post- and 2-d 781 
post-initial bout (filled circles) and repeated bout (open squares). Fascicle lengths were measured 782 
at A) the neutral ankle position (0°) and B) at the most dorsiflexed position. Fascicle lengths 783 
normalised to Lo calculated from the pre-length-torque curve relevant to that exercise bout. 784 
 785 
Fig. 5. Group mean stride traces during the first minute of backward, downhill walking for A) 786 
fascicle, B) muscle-tendon unit (MTU) and C) series elastic element (SEE) length. The solid line 787 
and grey shading indicates the mean ± SEM for the initial bout while the dashed line and 788 





Table 1. Active and passive length-torque curve parameters pre-, 2-hr post- and 2-d post- 30-min 
backward downhill walking.  
 
 Tmax, maximum torque; Lo, optimal fascicle length; k, stiffness; A, curvature. Values are mean ± SD. 
* indicates significant difference compared to the pre-exercise measurement of the same bout (P ≤ 
0.05). 
  Tmax (N.m) Lo (/Pre Lo) k A 
Initial Bout 
Pre 35.1 ± 9.3 1.00 ± 0.00 32.0 ± 14.6 4.55 ± 0.20 
2-hr Post 30.6 ± 11.8* 0.98 ± 0.01 36.9 ± 15.2 4.89 ± 0.73 
2-d Post 37.9 ± 8.6 0.99 ± 0.02 38.7 ± 11.2 4.76 ± 0.80 
Repeated 
Bout 
Pre 38.3 ± 11.1 1.00 ± 0.00 36.8 ± 10.9 4.47 ± 0.26 
2-hr Post 35.1 ± 8.6 0.99 ± 0.01 39.1 ± 14.6 4.68 ± 0.73 
2-d Post 42.6 ± 12.4* 0.99 ± 0.01 39.1 ± 20.2 4.79 ± 0.90 
Table 1
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